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Quintron continually offers innovative
products and provides resources that
will instruct and aid each presenter
with the tools necessary to be a
success. Whether you’re teaching in a
classroom, running a faculty meeting
or presenting at a hotel ballroom, the
final impression you leave is only as
good as the Audio Visual Systems you
have at your disposal. Captivating your
students or a boardroom full of
colleagues is just one of the agenda
items Quintron can assist you with.
Visual
Compelling
presentations
are possible
on any
budget; there is no “best” projector for
everyone, we will help you determine
which features you require and what
fits your budget.

Audio

®

Quintron can help you realize your
specific audio desires whether it be
finding a unit with
built-in stereo
speakers or finding
a speaker to fit an
above-the-ceiling tile install. We
understand and work with an
assortment of configurations to
support various requirements.

Classroom
Interactive systems are the popular
classroom favorites. Some offer the
freedom to select the annotation software
of your choice, walk up and interact with
the unique plug-in-play design, mouse-like
pens used directly on the screens and much
more. There are many options to choose
from for interactive
systems that can be
customized
depending on your
specific
requirements.
Quintron can help you find a system to fit
your needs as well as your budget.

Quintron can assist you in implementing
the solution you need to create a strong
sophisticated configuration to fit your
needs. School districts are faced with
increasing educational requirements and
decreasing budgets. The pressure is on to
deliver a better learning environment and
better technology solutions for the money.
Companies are faced with the ever
shrinking budgets as the economy faces
some challenging times, yet the need for
putting your best foot forward never
ceases. Quintron can facilitate your success
in achieving these goals.

Quintron....When Failure Is Not An Option

